
INJUSTICE IS INHUMAN

over the last few months our liturgical readings for our Eucharistic celebrations have been biblically,
theological and spiritually insightful. They have connected God's word to our contemporary experiences
for our everyday living in a unique way. At the present time in our history, we are currently struggling
with truth and untruth. According to Anthony Mack Jr., "it is a waste of time arguing with fools and
fanatics who do not care about truth or reality, but only the victory of their beliefs and illusions. Never
waste time on discussions that make no sense. There are some people, who for allthe evidence
presented to them, do not have the ability to understand. others are blinded by ego, hatred and
resentment, and the only thing that they want is to be right even if they aren't"! This is similar to what
James Bowmen says in one historical study, "people have a right to their own opinions, but not their
own facts' Evidence must be located, not created and opinions not backed by evidence cannot be given
much weight.

ln glimpsing over our liturgical readings for the last few months, my heart has identified three distinct
groups; those who constantly challenge Jesus for healing on the Sabbath, (the pharisees, Sadducees and
Scribes) with each miracle, the another group who argue to win, just be right even if they are not, i.e.,
the Pharisees and sadducees arguing with Jesus about the Resurrection, not concern about the reality of
the Resurrection but just wanting to win, the final group is similar to what we are experiencing and
facing today, this group want their opinions to defy the evidence and the evidence of the many recou nts
to negate the truth and make untruth become the truth and reality!

ln this entanglement we are now experiencing there is much frustration, resentment, anger, increase in
suicidal deaths, rage, (namely road rage) and violence, realizing how these destructive experiences seem
to be increasing. This seems to be causing much more distrust and mistrust; this has divided our
families, communities, state, countr% and the world more than ever. Hopefully all of us should pause for
a moment and ask, what are we doing to our world, country, but more importantly to ourselves? NOW
WHAT?

The First Reading: (Numbers 77:25:291and the Gospel Reading: (Mark 9:3g-43, 45, 47-4gl of the Sixth
Sunday in Ordinary Time, on the 26'h of September gives us a starting point and some hope. Then the
previous Sunday, (sept.19, 20211, St. James present us with one of the major challenges we face today;
then he shares and offers us insights in which we may apply to our spiritual life help us as we develop
our spiritual life' Hopefully by adding another spiritual tool we will continue to build a stronger spiritual
life and avoid the major pitfalls and the destructive forces that are really active and impacting our life
today on a daily basis. Hopefully we are beginning to realize that a serious attempt to change is not only
necessary but we compelling or we will self-destruct and destroy each other. This is the difficult and
serious work that must prevail for all people but especially for; pEoptE oF FAITH; pEopLE UKE us!


